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ABSTRACT
We present a simple, redshift-independent analytic model that explains the local Fun-
damental Metallicity Relation (FMR), taking into account the physical processes of
star formation, inflow of metal-poor intergalactic medium (IGM) gas, and the outflow
of metal rich interstellar medium (ISM) gas. We show that the physics of the FMR
can be summarised as follows: for massive galaxies with stellar mass M∗ > 10
11M⊙,
ISM metal enrichment due to star formation is compensated by inflow of metal poor
IGM gas, leading to a constant value of the gas metallicity with star formation rate
(SFR); outflows are rendered negligible as a result of the large potential wells of these
galaxies. On the other hand, as a result of their smaller SFR, less massive galaxies
produce less heavy elements that are also more efficiently ejected due to their shallow
potential wells; as a result, for a given M∗, the gas metallicity decreases with SFR.
For such galaxies, the outflow efficiency determines both the slope, and the knee of
the metallicity-SFR relation. Without changing any parameters, this simple model is
also successfully matched to the gas fraction - gas metallicity relation observed for a
sample of about 260 nearby galaxies.
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- stellar content
1 INTRODUCTION
Observationally, the stellar mass and the gas phase metallic-
ity are two of the most fundamental properties of galaxies,
reflecting the amount of baryons locked up in stars, and the
amount of metals present in the interstellar medium (ISM)
gas, respectively. They also provide insights into a number
of parameters pertinent for understanding galaxy evolution
including the stellar initial mass function (IMF) which de-
termines the amount of metals produced and returned by
stars to the ISM, the star formation history which deter-
mines the total stellar mass and metal content, and the
amount of metal rich gas ejected/mass of metal poor gas ac-
creted. The existence of a mass-metallicity relation has now
been observationally established by many authors includ-
ing Garnett (2002), Tremonti et al. (2004), Cowie & Barger
(2008) and Pe´rez-Montero et al. (2009). The origin of this
relation, however, has been widely debated and a number of
different explanations have been proposed for its existence,
including: the ejection of metal rich gas (e.g. Garnett 2002;
Spitoni et al. 2010), a dependence of the star formation rate
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(SFR) on the galaxy mass (e.g. Calura et al. 2009), infall of
metal poor intergalactic medium (IGM) gas into the galaxy
(e.g. Dekel et al. 2009; Mannucci et al. 2009), and a balance
between ISMmetal enrichment due to star formation and di-
lution due to infall of metal poor IGM gas (Finlator & Dave´
2008).
Recently, using observations of galaxies at 0 < z < 4,
Mannucci et al. (2010) have shown that the mass-metallicity
relation arises as a consequence of a more fundamental 3D
relation, referred to as the fundamental metallicity relation
(FMR), relating the stellar mass, gas-phase metallicity and
the SFR (see also Lara-Lo´pez et al. 2010); indeed, if infall is
the main driver for star formation, and it is star formation
that drives outflows, such a relation is only to be expected.
In this work, our aim is to build a simple and yet phys-
ically consistent analytic model that explains the observed
FMR, taking into account the relevant physical processes
of gas inflow/outflow, star formation and metal production.
The main advantage of the model presented here lies in the
fact that its results are essentially independent of the red-
shift considered for z 6 6, for reasons that are explained
in what follows. As an excellent validation of the model,
we show that it also reproduces the gas fraction and metal-
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Figure 1. Oxygen abundance versus SFR for galaxies of different stellar masses, in the range M∗ = 109.25+0.15jM⊙, with j = 0, ..,14,
from the bottom to the top curves, in both panels. The left panel shows the oxygen abundance-SFR relation inferred observationally
by Mannucci et al. (2010) for local SDSS galaxies while the right panel shows the theoretical results. In the right panel, points show
the evolutionary tracks of two representative galaxies with initial gas masses of 1010,11M⊙ respectively, and numbers along the track
indicate the values of τ = ǫ∗t at selected ages.
licity relation observed for about 260 galaxies in the local
Universe.
2 BASIC PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION
As explained above, our first aim is to build the sim-
plest model that can account for the observed FMR trends.
The observable quantities determining the FMR of a given
galaxy, i.e. stellar mass (M∗), SFR (ψ), and oxygen abun-
dance (often used as a proxy for metallicity), X =MO/Mg,
whereMO andMg are the galaxy oxygen and total gas mass,
respectively, are related by a simple set of evolutionary or-
dinary differential equations:
dM∗
dt
≡ ψ = ǫ∗Mg (1)
dMg
dt
= −(1−R)ψ + (a− w)ψ (2)
Mg
dX
dt
= y(1−R)ψ − aXψ, (3)
where ǫ−1∗ is the star formation timescale and the SFR is
assumed to be proportional to the gas mass. The two con-
stants, R and y, represent the returned fraction from stars
and the the yield per stellar generation, respectively, and
are dependent on the IMF; whenever numerical values are
required, we use (R, y) = (0.79, 0.0871) consistent with a
Salpeter IMF for a lower (upper) mass limit of 1 (100)
M⊙. We assume that both the outflow, w(M)ψ, and in-
fall, a(M)ψ, rates are proportional to the SFR, where M
is the total (dark+baryonic) galaxy mass; while the former
assumption is easy to understand, the latter has been made
to obtain the simplest solution to the equations described
above. We further pose that the metallicity of the infalling
gas is Xi ≪ X. Simple algebraic manipulation of the above
equations gives the general solution
X(ψ) =
y(1−R)
a
(
1− µ−α
)
, (4)
where µ =Mg/Mg0 = ψ[ǫ∗Mg0]
−1. The initial gas mass can
be expressed as Mg0 ≃M∗(1 +w − a) +Mg = (Ωb/ΩM )M ,
and α = a[R− 1 + a−w]−1. We now interpret the physical
meaning of the above relation.
Firstly, we note that reproducing the observed decreas-
ing trend of X(ψ) for the smallest galaxies requires α < 0,
i.e. the condition a < w + (1 − R) has to be satisfied.
Note that this condition also ensures that µ−α 6 1 at any
time. In addition, if µ ≪ 1, as is the case for large galax-
ies in which most of the gas has been turned into stars,
X(ψ) ≈ y(1 − R)a−1 = constant, as indeed observed. This
property can then be used to normalize the value of a for
the largest galaxies to the observed oxygen abundance, Xobs
by requiring a = y(1 − R)/Xobs. Physically, the larger the
value of a, smaller is the value of X, i.e. the metallicity of
the galaxy is diluted by low metallicity infalling gas. We note
that the no-infall case (a = 0) would not admit solutions in
which metallicity is independent of the SFR; such constancy
implies that some infall is required.
Outflows affect the solution through the term µ−α in
two ways: (a) by setting the position, ψ∗, of the knee in the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2.Oxygen abundance versus M∗ for galaxies of different SFR, in the range ψ = 100.8−0.15jM⊙, with j = 0, .., 15, from the bottom
to the top curves, in both panels. The left panel shows the oxygen abundance-M∗ relation inferred observationally by Mannucci et al.
(2010) for local SDSS galaxies while the right panel shows the theoretical results.
X(ψ) curve, above which the metallicity starts to drop at
a fixed M∗; this is determined by the condition µ = 0.5, or
ψ∗ = ǫ∗(1 + w − a)M∗. Thus, for large outflow efficiencies
(w), the knee shifts to lower values of ψ; at fixed w, less
massive galaxies deviate from a constant X(ψ) relation at
lower ψ values. (b) The outflow efficiency w also regulates
the slope of the curve through the power α: as w is increased
the slope becomes steeper. The combined effect is that, for
a given value of ψ, low-mass galaxies are more metal poor
than massive ones.
By fitting the X(ψ) curves for various M∗ to the
Mannucci et al. (2010) data (panel a of Fig. 1), we can also
tune the dependence of the only two free parameters of the
model: a(M) and w(M). In a previous paper (see Fig. 6,
Dayal et al. 2009), using state-of-the-art cosmological SPH
simulations, we have shown that M∗ ∝ M ; as a result, we
can assume that the two quantities track each other. We find
that the best fit to the data require
ln a = −0.43− 0.05 ln(M∗/10
10.75)M⊙, (5)
lnw = 1.76 − 0.33 ln(M∗/10
9.0)M⊙, (6)
Hence, the accretion efficiency is essentially independent of
the galaxy mass, implying that the accretion rate scales al-
most linearly withM . The ejection efficiency is small in large
galaxies (w ≈ 1.0 forM∗ = 10
11.35M⊙) and rapidly increases
with decreasing M∗, reaching w = 4.8 for the smallest ones
(M∗ = 10
9.25M⊙). It is interesting to note that the mass
dependence we find, w ∝M
−1/3
∗ ∝ v
−1
e , is the one expected
if the outflow is momentum-driven.
The X − ψ relation (solid curves) as a function of the
M∗ is shown in panel (b) of Fig. 1, along with the evolu-
tionary tracks (points) of two representative galaxies whose
initial gas mass is Mg0 = 10
10,11M⊙ (time runs from right
to left along the open circles). Galaxies start from low X,
low M∗, and high ψ values and then move towards higher
metallicities as their stellar mass increases. However, de-
pending on their mass they move at different velocities
along the track: the most massive observed galaxies are very
evolved with a specific age (i.e. in units of the star forma-
tion timescale ǫ−1∗ = 0.62 Gyr) τ = ǫ∗t
>
∼ 4, and move essen-
tially along constant metallicity curves; smaller objects are
younger (1 < τ < 2) and are still gently building up their
metal content.
3 PROJECTIONS OF THE FMR
We now compare our model against a second projection
of the three-dimensional FMR: that relating X and M∗
for different ψ bins. Observationally, Mannucci et al. (2010)
find that while X decreases with increasing ψ values for
M∗ 6 10
11M⊙, it is independent of ψ for larger M∗ values,
as shown in panel (a) of Fig. 2. These same trends are seen
from the theoretical FMR presented in panel (b) of Fig. 2,
where the theoretical and observed results are in excellent
agreement, both in terms of the amplitude and the slope
of the relation. This is almost to be expected given that,
as explained in Sec. 2, for a given M∗ < 10
11M⊙, an in-
crease in ψ leads to an increase in the ejection efficiency, w,
thereby reducing the dust content of these galaxies. On the
other hand, for systems that have already assembled a stel-
lar mass M∗ > 10
11M⊙, outflows are rendered unimportant
as a result of the large potential well characterising these
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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objects and X becomes independent of M∗ since the ISM
metal enrichment from star formation is compensated by
the inflow of metal poor IGM gas.
Recently, using a magnitude and volume limited sam-
ple of 260 nearby late-type galaxies, Hughes et al. (2012)
have presented results relating their gas metallicity, stellar
mass and gas content; the gas content refers to the neutral
hydrogen (H I ) content, inferred using the observed 21cm
emission. These authors show that for a given value of M∗
ranging between 109−11.4M⊙, galaxies with lower H I gas
fractions, fHI = MHI(MHI + M∗)
−1, show higher values
of X. This result is found to hold true both for galaxies that
have a normal (i.e. expected) H I content, and galaxies that
are ‘H I -deficient’, i.e. contain > 70% less H I mass than is
expected for isolated objects of the same morphological type
and optical size.
To compare to these results, we rewrite Eq. 4 in terms
of the H I mass, MHI , instead of the total gas mass, Mg, as
X(fHI) =
y(1−R)
a
{
1−
(
µ2
µ2 +M∗(1 + w − a)
)−α}
, (7)
where µ2 = fHIM∗[0.3(1 − fHI)]
−1 and all the other sym-
bols have meanings and values as in Sec. 2. The factor
0.3 in µ2 arises because we assume about 30% of the to-
tal gas content of any galaxy to be in the form of H I , i.e.
MHI/Mg = 0.3, using the fiducial values inferred observa-
tionally for the Milky Way (Ferrie`re 2001). We then calculate
the X − fHI relation for the stellar mass range observed by
Hughes et al. (2012), using quantised values of M∗ spaced
equally by 0.15 dex between 109.1 and 1011.35M⊙. We find
both the amplitude and the slope of the theoretical results
are in excellent agreement with the observations, as shown in
Fig. 3. This is a heartening success of the model, given that
once the two free parameters of our model (a,w) are fixed
by comparing to the observations of Mannucci et al. (2010),
we have no free parameters left to match to the data set
collected by Hughes et al. (2012), and that both these data
sets have been collected using very different observational
techniques.
For an M∗ range spanning about two orders of magni-
tude, for a given M∗, fHI decreases with increasing X. Al-
ternatively this implies that for a given stellar mass, galaxies
that have assembled a larger stellar mass are also more metal
enriched. However, the slope of the fHI −X relation steep-
ens with increasing M∗ values as shown in Fig. 3: galaxies
with low M∗ values are slowly building up both their stellar
mass and metal content and the gas fraction decreases as gas
is both consumed in star formation and lost in outflows. On
the other hand, more massive galaxies that start with larger
gas reservoirs consume gas in an initial burst after which ψ
decreases and X flattens as a result on the balance between
metal production from star formation and the dilution due
to infalling IGM gas.
Finally, although it is a success of the model that it is
able to explain theX−fHI relation for the bulk of the galax-
ies observed by Hughes et al. (2012) without needing to in-
voke any free parameters, there are a few outliers with X
and fHI values lower than those predicted by our model. The
Figure 3. Oxygen abundance versus the H I gas fraction fHI =
MHI(MHI+M∗)
−1: the empty (solid) points show the values in-
ferred for H I -deficient (normal) galaxies by Hughes et al. (2012)
using a volume limited sample of 260 nearby late-type galaxies.
Solid lines show the theoretical results for different stellar masses,
in the range M∗ = 109.1+0.15jM⊙, with j = 0, .., 15, from the
bottom to the top curves.
reasons for this discrepancy are now discussed: we have used
a fiducial value ofMHI = 0.3Mg , inferred for the Milky Way.
In reality however, this ratio depends on a number of com-
plex, interlinked and poorly understood processes including
star formation, the temperature, density and ionization dis-
tribution in the ISM and the effects of turbulence. Further,
the ‘HI-deficient’ galaxies observed by Hughes et al. (2012)
have, by definition, a lower H I content than expected for a
galaxy of their size and type.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have presented a very simple model that provides a
straightforward explanation of the 3D FMR relating the stel-
lar mass (M∗), SFR (ψ) and gas metallicity (X) observed by
Mannucci et al. (2010) in the local Universe. Starting from
a galaxy that has already assembled its gas mass after a
transient gas-accretion phase, assuming the metallicity of
the infalling IGM gas to be much lower than that of the
ISM gas, and assuming both the inflow and outflow rates to
be proportional to the ψ, we calibrate the only two model
free parameters (the inflow and outflow rates) to the local
FMR data. Using this model, we show that both inflows and
outflows are required to explain the observations, although
their importance is mass dependent: since we assume the in-
flow rate to be proportional to ψ (and hence M∗), galaxies
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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with the largest M∗ accrete the largest amount of metal-
poor IGM gas, which is balanced by the larger amount of
metals produced due to star formation; this, coupled with
the negligible outflow rates due to their large potential wells,
makes theX-ψ relation essentially constant for galaxies with
M∗ > 10
11M⊙. On the other hand, due to their smaller val-
ues of ψ, less massive galaxies produce less metals. However,
as a result of their smaller potential wells, outflows lead to
a loss of metal-rich ISM gas so that at a given M∗, galaxies
with the largest ψ are the most metal poor; alternatively, for
a given ψ, smaller galaxies are more metal poor than mas-
sive ones. Without needing to invoke any free parameters,
this relation also provides an elegant explanation for the 3D
relation linking M∗, X and the gas content (fHI) of nearby
galaxies observed by Hughes et al. (2012): for a given M∗,
galaxies that have converted a larger fraction of their gas
mass into stars (i.e. have a lower fHI value) are expected to
be more metal enriched.
The strength of the simple model presented here lies
in the fact that it reproduces both the locally observed
FMR and X − M∗ − fHI relations extremely well, essen-
tially through the single, redshift-independent Eq. 4. Time
(or z) only specifies when in the course of its evolution a
galaxy reaches a given(X,ψ) point in the plane. Further, in
our model, the X −M∗ − ψ or X −M∗ − fHI relations are
shaped by the evolutionary processes taking place within the
galaxy. This scenario has recently been lent strong support
by the observations of Hughes et al. (2012) who find that
the X −M∗ relation is purely shaped by the internal evolu-
tion of a galaxy, with environmental effects playing only a
minor role.
Finally, we comment on how our model compares to a
few other existing works. In their work that presents the
data, Mannucci et al. (2010) have briefly discussed two pos-
sible scenarios that could lead to the FMR: (a) galaxies on
the FMR are in a transient phase of high star formation
and low metallicity following a period of infall of metal-poor
IGM gas into the galaxy, or (b) galaxies are in a quasi-steady
state where infall, star formation and gas/metal ejection oc-
cur simultaneously and outflows regulate the FMR; in this
case, outflows are inversely proportional to the mass of the
galaxy and increase with the SFR. As explained, our model,
where the FMR arises due to an interplay between star for-
mation, the infall of metal-poor IGM gas and the ejection of
metal rich ISM gas embodies the spirit of both of the above
mentioned scenarios.
We also compare our model to that presented by
Dave´ et al. (2012, D12) since it is the closest in spirit to
ours: although some of the conclusions reached in these two
works are quite similar, there are important conceptual dif-
ferences. Firstly, D12 make the Ansatz that the galaxy sys-
tem is always in a stationary state, i.e. the infall rate exactly
balances the gas lost in outflows and star formation; galax-
ies that are driven off such equilibrium due to stochastic
inflows tend to be driven back towards the steady state.
This is equivalent to setting dMg/dt = 0 in Eq. 2 above, or
a = (1− R) + w. A posteriori, the values for the infall and
outflow rate we find by fitting the z = 0 FMR data are such
that a < (1−R)+w, due to the large outflow rates deduced;
it is important to note that in our model, both the inflow and
outflow rates are related to the SFR and hence the gas mass
at any given time. Further, in D12, dX/dt = 0 is imposed on
the metallicity (Eq. 3), yielding X = y(1−R)a−1 in D12. By
inspecting Eq. 4, we see that this expression approximates
the relation for large galaxies with µ≪ 1, but fails to catch
the metallicity decrease with increasing SFR seen in smaller,
outflow-dominated galaxies. Moreover, D12 impose a given
external infall rate derived from numerical simulations (de-
vised to model relatively large galaxies), while we do not
make any assumption on its mass and redshift dependence;
in both models though, the infall rate is proportional to ψ
and outflows are found to be momentum driven. Although it
is not clear at this stage how the D12 model would perform
when compared to the FMR data reproduced here, it would
be useful to compare these two approaches in more detail.
We conclude by discussing the main caveats: firstly, our
set of time-dependent ODEs (2)-(3) require an initial con-
dition Mg0 6= 0 in order to lead to physically meaningful
solutions. This implies that our SFR always exponentially
decrease in time, starting from a finite value. There could in-
stead be a relatively short (< 1 Gyr) transient period corre-
sponding to the build-up phase with increasing SFR (D12),
which is not captured by our simple assumptions. Thus a
more complex version of the model (or numerical simula-
tions) should be used if one is interested in the FMR at
z >∼ 6. Secondly, to find an analytic solution to Eqs. 2-4, we
have used an infall rate that is proportional to the SFR,
although we do not make any assumption on its galaxy
mass and redshift dependence. Thirdly, we have assumed
that 30% of the total gas mass in any galaxy is in the form
of H I , to be able to compare our results to the gas fraction
observations of Hughes et al. (2012). In the future, we aim
at exploring models wherein such assumptions are relaxed.
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